JAZZ NEWS
Louise Jallu, Tango 2.0
BY MARC ZISMAN

Paying tribute to Ástor Piazzolla when you’re a bandoneonist yourself is always tricky, reckless even.
Louise Jallu, however, with an entire album, has brilliantly celebrated the centenary of the inventor of
modern tango, because she is already, at just age 25, the most unique bandoneon voice in the world
today.
Evidence for this lies in her Francesita project, launched two years ago. She reinterpreted another
giant of tango from Argentina, Enrique Delfino. It documents the sizzling rapport she maintains with

a musical tradition. She roughs it up, although with respect, by enriching Delfino’s harmonies. At the
tender age of five, Louise Jallu grabbed the dagger of tango by the hilt and never let go. Her
Piazzolla 2021 is characterized by vehemence and gutsiness. They crystalize in a bold harmonization
of the master’s pieces. She then whisks them off into a heftier, more original interpretation. Her
precision and finger power are astounding. She plays certain notes quite differently from previous
performances. As for the arrangements honed in tandem with the great Bernard Cavanna (e.g
Francesita), they are enough to discourage any vain imitations. Even the immensely popular
Libertango, played by musicians the world over, has been enhanced to a level never heard before.
This is thanks in part to Mathias Lévy’s very inspired, guitar-like punctuation. It is as essential an
ingredient in this project as the work of Marc Benham on the piano and the Fender Rhodes, and
Alexandre Perrot on the double bass. Argentine pianist Gustavo Beytelmann, a former member of
Piazzolla’s band, is no mere figurehead here as proved by his contributions. He plays in seven titles.
This tribute is anything but urbane.
In her own fashion, Louise Jallu has interwoven tango’s foundational elements, has dosed her
improvisations, and has turned short cuts into treasure. She offers us spellbinding magic in Oblivion
spun by bugle player Médéric Collignon. She offers us her sense of humor in Adiós Nonino with the
sound of the closing doors of a Paris metro train. She toys with time and with places, rendering them
more modern than that very modern Piazzolla.
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